of coronaviruses. We note that the governmental action, in both 1918 and current time, summarized all measures including holiday extension, city lock-down, hospitalisation and quarantine of patients. We 42 presume it will last for the next few months for the moment, and will update later if things change. The 43 parameter values may be improved when more information is available. We argue that all prevention 44 and control measures may be categorised into two large groups, which are described by either a step 45 function or a response function, respectively. We also consider zoonotic transmission period of one 46 month and a huge emigration from Wuhan (35.7% of the population). Nevertheless, our model is a preliminary conceptual model, intending to lay a foundation for further modelling studies, but we can 48 easily tune our model so that the outcomes of our model are in line with the observation and previous 
A conceptual model 51
We adopt the 'Susceptible-Exposed-Infectious-Removed' (SEIR) framework with the total popu-52 lation size N with two extra classes (1) "D" mimicking the public perception of risk regarding the 53 number of severe and critical cases and deaths; and (2) "C" representing the number of cumulative 54 cases (both reported and not reported). Let S, E, and I represent the susceptible, exposed and infec-55 tious populations and R represent the removed population (i.e., recovered or dead). In a recent study 56 [8], Wu and McGoogan found that 81% of cases were of mild symptom (without pneumonia or only 57 mild pneumonia), 14% were severe case with difficulty breathing, and 5% were critical with respiratory 58 failure, septic shock, and/or multiple organ dysfunction or failure.
59
We adopt the transmission rate function from [6] . We rename the school term effect as the gov-60 ernmental action effect, since the former belongs to the latter. We also assume a period of zoonotic 61 transmission during December 2019. We model the zoonotic transmission (denoted as F ) as a stepwise 62 function, which takes zero after the shutdown of Huanan seafood market (presumably). We then only 63 model the sustained human-to-human transmission of COVID-19 after this date, along with the emi-model is formulated as follows:
where
(2)
The efficient transmission rate, β(t) in Equation (2), incorporates the impact of governmental 67 action (all actions which can be modelled as a step function), and the decreasing contacts among indi-68 viduals responding to the proportion of deaths (i.e., the severity of the epidemic). We also incorporate 69 the individuals leaving Wuhan before the lock-down in the model. We assume (i) the zoonotic cases We summarise the officially reported data from Wuhan, China in Figure 2 . There is an increasing 86 trend of daily new confirmations and deaths. We argue that these data were heavily impacted by 87 availability of medical supplies and health care workers.
88
The official data report was not available before January 15, 2020. We fill the missing data before We show our simulations in Figure 4 . Under the naive scenario, we assume governmental action 97 strength α = 0 and intensity of individual reaction κ = 0, which is unlikely. The second scenario is when 98 we only consider "individual reaction", both the peak value and the number of cumulative cases are 99 substantially reduced. The third scenario is considering both "individual reaction" and "governmental 100 action", and the reduction becomes even further. We highlight the third scenario, as we know the Figure 2 : The daily number of (a) cases or (b) deaths, cumulative number of (c) cases or (d) deaths, and the percentage of (e) cases or (f) deaths, of COVID-19 in Wuhan, China. In panel (f), the 100% represents the count of deaths or cured cases.
• Due to adjustment of the reporting policy, i.e., an effort to report all clinical cases accumulated in 115 the past few days/weeks, there are a few days where the number of reported cases are artificially 116 high than simulated cases. The reason is that the reported cases in these few days included clinical 117 cases but not laboratory confirmed that are accumulated in the past few days, also weeks.
118
The main purpose of this work is to propose a conceptual model to address the individual reaction 119 (controlled by κ) and governmental action (controlled by α), as well as time-varying reporting rate. We 120 perform a simple sensitive analyses on α and κ in Figure 4 , where we can see that both α and κ are 121 needed to capture the observed pattern. In particular, when α is around 0.9 and κ is greater than 1100, 122 the simulated largely match the observed. studies.
146
In this work, we focused on the transmission of COVID-19 in Wuhan, China. Our conceptual 147 framework can be applied to other cities/countries, or be built into one (multiple-patched) model for 148 multiple cities/countries. Our model can be fitted to daily data when more information (e.g., daily 149 number of tests) is available. 
